≈ A Weekend of Celebrating

e Spirit of Aloha
wi

Michael J Tamura
World-Renown Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant Visionary,
Author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER & Co-Host of Living The Miracle Radio

&

Raphaelle Tamura
Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant, Author
& Co-Host of Living The Miracle Radio

In Search of Oneness
Your Path of Healin

Saturday, July 30
9 AM - 11 AM Paci c / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European

Building the Bridge to God’s Love
Your Psychic Communicatio

Saturday, July 30
12 PM - 2 PM Paci c / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European

Establishing Heaven on Earth
Your Intuition & Making Spirit Rea

Sunday, July 31
9 AM - 11 AM Paci c / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European

Buying Back Your Soul
Trusting Your Inner Voic

Sunday, July 31
12 PM - 2 PM Paci c / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
✧ A Bonus Zoom Post-TeleSeminar Q&A,
Talk-Story & “Ice Cream” Social ✧

✧ An Extra Bonus Zoom “Dolphin”
Meditation, Q&A, Talk-Story & “Tea” ✧

with

with

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura

Sunday, July 31
2:30 PM - 5:00 PM Paci c / 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Eastern / 11:30 PM - 2:00 AM Central European

Monday, August 1
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM Paci c / 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Eastern / 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM Central European
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➤ CALL TO REGISTER NOW: 530-926-2650 ❖
t

Th

Saturday, July 30 & Sunday, July 31 + Monday, August 1, 2022

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,
Aloha kakou! This greeting is most often translated as, “Hello everyone”.
Yet, in the Hawaiian language, ‘aloha’ conveys much more meaning than
just a passing greeting of ‘hello’. ‘Aloha’ is at once an expression of
greeting, recognition, welcome, and love, and the spirit of joyous
celebration of the allness of life. When we say, “Good Morning or Good
Day”, we are actually celebrating the life that we are living at the moment,
aren’t we? And, we are sharing that celebration of life with those we are
greeting. ‘Kakou’ may translate simply as ‘everyone’, but everyone isn’t
just those who happen to be present or those that we are addressing at the
moment, but includes us and everyone else wherever they may be at the moment. ‘Kakou’ re ects the allinclusiveness of life itself. It takes down any barriers we’ve put up in trying to protect ourselves and makes
the speaker and the audience all part of the same wholeness. When we say, ‘aloha kakou’, we, all of us,
are celebrating the undivided wholeness of life and the unconditional love from which life continually
springs forth.
It is this, the true Spirit of Aloha, that we are celebrating during our upcoming July Remote Mini-Retreat
Weekend. Through the four teleclasses and bonus post-class Zoom Q&A and Social on Saturday and
Sunday and the special bonus Zoom Dolphin Meditation, Q&A, Talk-Story, and Social on Monday, you’ll
learn about the path of healing that you’re on, what communicating spirit-to-spirit is, the experience of
God’s Love, using your intuitive knowingness to make your spirit-self real in this world, and how to
discern your own inner voice from the voice of your ego and how to trust your truth to guide you to your
ultimate destination.
We all live in this world which is a world built on division and seeming opposites: positive and negative,
male and female, day and night. Yet, the truth is that we are spirit, undivided, limitless, and eternal. As
immortal souls, we incarnate here in this divided world to heal ourselves back to the wholeness of spirit
and of the life that we are. This requires each of us to learn to communicate—communicate with our
inner spirit-self, communicate with each other, and communicate with the whole of life itself. It is in
learning to fully communicate correctly that we discover our true nature and ful ll our destiny. We call
this learning process our spiritual path and our journey of awakening. It is also our path of healing or
restoring ourselves to that undivided wholeness that we are. Healing is not about xing what is broken,
rather it is about awakening to the truth that we had forgotten.
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We welcome and encourage you to join us to explore, discover, learn, and heal through this
incomparable weekend-plus of teleclasses and two special bonus Zoom sessions to take your next steps
in living the life you are meant to live. Although reading books and listening to great speakers can inspire
you to consider fully waking up, you can only accomplish it through rst-hand experience. We are
offering this remote “stay-at-home-mini-retreat” to help you gain the psychic tools and practices that will
allow you to experience for yourself your inner truth and immensely accelerate your path to the
ful llment of your soul purpose. Naturally, participation in all the teleclasses and bonus Zoom sessions
will give you the most bene t, since they are all designed to complement and enhance each other.

However, you are invited to take as many or as few of the teleclasses during the weekend as you choose.
As a double bonus this time, anyone who participates in at least one of the teleclasses during the
weekend will be welcome to join us in the two gift Zoom sessions, one shortly after the nal class on
Sunday and one on Monday.
Today, more than ever, we need to celebrate the Spirit of Aloha and live as the light of the world that we
are. Enjoy the brief descriptions of each of the teleclasses and Zoom sessions below. Even though we
weren’t able to do so in-person on the Big Island this year, we are looking forward to seeing and working
with you all for this remote mini-retreat to celebrate the Spirit of Aloha in the world!
May the Light of Truth Illuminate your path and the Love of God guide you all the way home.
Me ke aloha a me ka mahalo nui,

Michael
7/30 Saturday 9 AM - 11 AM (PT) / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European
TSW22-7 TC1-In Search of Oneness

Your Path of Healing
Life in this world is challenging for everyone. Even the Buddha, “The Awakened One”, declared that it is
dif cult to be a human being here. What makes it that way is that we are constantly con icted. We want
something, but if we get what we want, it seems to always come with some kind of a price. We might
want to make more money, but when we make more money, we invariably have more taken away from
us in the form of taxes. We might seek love, but when we nally nd it, sooner or later, we lose that
object of our love. It is this suffering we endure in this divided world that eventually compels us to seek
the refuge of peace and wholeness. Weary of all the con icts, we begin our search for oneness, for an
experience of the undivided. That is the path of healing, the journey to restore ourselves to the unity and
love that we intuitively know is not only possible, but necessary for our well being and happiness.
In this powerful class, you’ll learn what healing truly is, what you need to progress on your way to
healing, what you may encounter when you seek the peace of oneness, how you can go beyond the
con icts, and what purpose you are incarnated here to ful ll. You will also learn simple, but profound
psychic tools that you can apply in your daily life to use all of your life experience to awaken yourself to
your freedom and joy.
7/30 Saturday 12 PM - 2 PM (PT) / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
TSW22-7 TC2-Building the Bridge to God’s Love

Your Psychic Communication
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We all seek love. And if you’ve ever looked for love and were fortunate enough to nd it, chances are,
somewhere along the way, it seems to have gotten lost or taken away way too early from you. So, now
when you seek love, you seek a more permanent kind of love—one that won’t ever leave you, the kind of

love that you can’t ever lose. You may know what you want with certainty, but it may still be a big
mystery as to how to go about nding such everlasting love. So, what are you to do?
In this class, you’ll learn about the essential nature of that eternal, unconditional love that we might call
“God’s Love”. You’ll learn about the abyss that may seem to exist between you and your experience of
such deep and complete love and what you can do in order to bridge that chasm. This is where your
innate ability to communicate as the soul that you are becomes all-important. So, you’ll also learn to use
the various psychic abilities that you have within you meant for different levels of psychic
communication needed to build that bridge to God’s Love.
7/31 Sunday 9 AM - 11 AM (PT) / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European
TSW22-5 TC3-Establishing Heaven on Earth

Your Intuition & Making Spirit Real
What does it really mean to bring heaven onto earth? It means to realize the undivided limitlessness of
Spirit while we are incarnated in this world of division and polarity. Rather than becoming the hostage or
effect of the varying conditions of this ever-changing world, you need to learn to be the light that you are
and shine that light brightly in the world. You are destined to live in this world, not as a body or part of
the world, but as spirit that is of a reality beyond this world.
In this uplifting class, you will learn what will empower you to live your life as an immortal soul, beyond
the reach of time and space, everyday in a world de ned by time and space. You will learn about your
intuitive knowingness, the essential role that plays in your spiritual growth and freedom, and how to use
it in your daily life to make spirit and your life as spirit more real in the world. You’ll learn to make wiser
decisions in life through your use of intuitive knowing of your inner truth.
7/31 Sunday 12 PM - 2 PM (PT) / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
TSW22-7 TC4-Buying Back Your Soul

Trusting Your Inner Voice
You’ve undoubtedly heard the common expression, “He’s sold his soul to the devil.” It seems that the
idea that a person can sell his soul to the devil—or anyone else for that matter—has been around for
centuries. Often, it refers to someone who is willing to compromise his own conscience or truth or even
who he is in order to gain something he considers more important. There have been many references in
literature where someone sold their soul for money or becoming famous or having power. Jesus asked,
“What if a man gain the whole world and lost his own soul?” Who amongst us hasn’t ever put the
ful llment of a strong desire above being true to who we know we are? In fact, it’s that very process of
self-betrayal that lands us here incarnated in what seems to be a separate mind-body-person in search of
healing, ful llment, freedom, and eternal happiness. Then, the question becomes, “Can we somehow
buy back our soul?”
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In this fun and inspiring class, you’ll learn about your lifetimes’ journey back to regaining all of your own

soul. What is it that you have to be, do, and have, in order for you to heal yourself back to your original
wholeness? How do you “buy back” your whole soul? In that sense, who or what is the “devil” that you
my have unwittingly sold some part of your soul to? And, of course, in our understanding of any kind of a
“devil”, they are not likely to sell any of it back, are they? So, how do you reclaim what you’ve “sold” off
before? You’ll also learn simple, but powerful psychic tools that you can use every day to restore your
trust in your inner voice and psychic self so that you can restore yourself to your truth and freedom.
7/31 Sunday 2:30 PM - 5:00 PM (PT) / 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Eastern / 11:30 PM - 2:00 AM Central
European
TSW22-7 TC5Z-Bonus Zoom Post-TeleClass Q&A, Talk-Story & “Ice Cream” Social
Everyone who takes part in at least one teleclass during this remote weekend event will be invited to join
us for this bonus gift Zoom Q&A, Talk-Story and Social following the last class on Sunday. It’s an
important time right after learning on this profound inner level to get together, in a more social space,
with others who also went through the classes and integrate what you learned and the energy you gained
back. Not only can you ask questions that you might have from the classes, but also you’ll get to see
some of your classmates and hear a little about their experiences and share some of yours with the group.
This is a great time to get together and have fun, chill, integrate, and continue to learn. Have your own
favorite cup of tea—or a dish of ice cream—and enjoy!
8/01 Monday 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM Paci c / 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM Eastern / 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM Central
European
TSW22-7 TC6Z-Extra Bonus Zoom “Dolphin” Meditation, Q&A, Talk-Story & “Tea”
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For this special remote “mini-retreat” weekend event, we’re giving an additional 3-hour Bonus Zoom
session on Monday and we’ll start off our virtual gathering with a healing “Dolphin” Meditation followed
by more of our ever-popular Q&A, Talk-Story, and Social time, which will be available as a gift from us to
anyone who participates in at least one of the teleclasses during this weekend event. This will be a
wonderful completion of our weekend of celebrating the Spirit of Aloha with everyone!

